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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The packet switching concept was originally described

/'by researchers at the Rand Corp. It was a method to be

used by the military to achieve a survivable environment

for *both data and voice transmission.

Today's trends are for people to rely, more and more,

on digital computers for support of many of their daily

applicatiions. Thest applications, include computer based

. operations such as electronic mail, airline reservations,

information processing, etc.

* .Information processing of data has beceme commonplace

in our digitally oriented society. Most of the world's

information is being stored in digital form and

telecommunications is being used as a means to provide

access to that information, from both on-site (local) and

distant (remote) locations.

Packet switching is a natural extension to methods

that are used in computer communications and has received

much attention as a method to provide (tele)communications

in the computer communications field. The packet switched

envirohment can provide:

1. error free delive y

2. encryption of data for secure communications

'4."
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U .*1. computer manipulation of data/voice

e.g editing, storage, retrieval, etc.

.. .. 4. code and speed conversion to facilitate and

allow for communications between otherwise

incompatible locations.

The first three of the advantages listed above are

inherent to the digital communications environment. The

fourth is the distinct advantage of-packet switching.

Data traffic over a network is "bursty" in nature,

with long "dead time" intervals between the short

transmission segments. The bursty nature of data

. transmission allows for other services to be provided over

the same network. The other services including facsimile,

vkdeo and audio have come to play a subservient role to*

data, since the design of packet switched nets has been

geared towards data transmission.

._: Serious attention has thus been focused on paqket

switched communications. This is because packet switching

is the most cost effective technique for utilizing the

., ~ .resources that are available in the bursty data

environment, with its high peak to average ratio. Another

adv- of packet switched communications is that Packet

communications allows for the asynchronous use of the

network's transmission resources and for greater sharing of

!.o "
i 4.1
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the transmission capacity than is allowed by FDM or TDM

..systems.

/ 1.1 PACKET NETWORKING

A packet is defined as a collection of bits whose

length varies from a few to thousands of bits long. To

these bits a header is added which includes addressing and

contr'ol, informatiQn to allow proper routing of the data

packet over the network.

Packet networking utilizes digital technology

' embodied in terminals, computers, modems, multiplexers,

I error control units and other available devices and

. •techniques.

F4gure 1.1.1 shows the structure o'f a computer"

communications network. This is the most basic form of a

distributed network that is used. There are three basic

'9.' * resources .associated with the network [61:

1. Terminals which are connected to the network

either 4 directly ( via a concentrator that packetizes,

depack.etizes, error corrects etc.) or via a HOST computer

th,, 'rectly connected to the net.
I

2 HOST computers which perform many tasks, not

. "
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.only for local ,. cs but also as remote processors. The

hosts are the information processors of the system. Hosts

provide services not only locally and to remote users but

.also to other hosts

*v.

3. The communication subnetwork which consists of

trunk lines and switches (ARPANET's IMPs and TIPs). It is

thru this subnetwork that the packets are routed.

It is the communications subnetwork that has

demonstrated the efficiency of packet communications. With

the subnetwork's resources the system's storage, processing

and communications capacity must be shared. The ARPANET

experience has proved the cost effectiveness of data

,' . cQmmunications in the packet switched environment along-

with reliability ard throughput.

In complex system design, the first and most critical

stqp is to break down the system into subsystems. It is

important that each of the subsystem's functions be

.'. correctly defined to minimize the complexity of the

inter.acing with the subnetwork. The design of the

subnetwork can be greatly simplified by providing only one

kind -r interface, because it is desirable for'both voice

a:,. ,?aLi !.,i access a network with minimum standardization.

However, public nets have to"offer a variety of interfaces,

* not only for hosts but also for many other devices (e.g.

" ..

,, * . . . . . . . . . .
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data terminals, speech terminals). Thus the CCITT/ITU

U ,standards committees are of importance to help in

establishing various standards in interfacing.

The communications subnetwork should contain all those
i, /

-:communication functions which are essential. These include

overcoming line errors by retransmittion or bypassing

failed parts of the network by rerouting traffic.

1,2 PACKET NETWORK INTERCONNECT ION

Packet switched networks make use of various

' ,transmission media. These networks have been implemented

over public lines; private lines, satellite channels and

presently packet switched mobile radio networks are being

developed.

Distributed packet switched networks have evolved.for

use in different environments (using the various

transmission media mentioned above) and a need to

interconnect them developed. To interconnect the various

networks the GATEWAY was introduced. The concept of the

gateway is common to all network interconnections.. The

interconnection between various nets is of great

importAnce. Since data may be routed from source to sink

nor'. . :qh local networks, public networks international

S . networks and combinations thpreof.

The role of the gateway is to terminate the internal

"9-
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protocols of each net and to provide a common ground across

I which data from one net to another can pass. A gateway

need not be a single monolithic device. The gateway can be

a software package at two node switches, connecting the

)different nets. It may be made up of two parts (one in each

net). These parts (gateway halves) may bedistinct devices

or may be parts of a network switching node. The Gateway

can also may be designed to interconnect several different

-. networks. Figure 1.2.1 shows the use of the gateway in the

interconnection of various packet switched networks.

1.3 PACKET SWITCHED VOICE

There has been considerable interest in packet

switched voice since the feasability of this was

demonstr-ated by researchers at USC/ISI. Packet voice*

transmission was performed over the ARPANET as early as

1974 and consequently a packet voice protocol was

developed.. This protocol led to further experiments both

in point-to-point transmission and also in an attempt to

teleconference.

. .': Subnetwork facilities sharing of both voice and data

can be accomplished because of 40% speech activity

obse- nns in two way telephone conversations. Since

there is ,, mu'-h as 60% silencp in conversations, this area

is fertile for research in efficient utilization of the

ti*
* >. . .. * **. ** * . *. . * *
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packet switching environment.

. The ISI experiments have encouraged the use of packet

networks for real time packet voice applications. In

-. packet switched networks, where speech is to be

/transmitted, speech much share the subnetworks resources

with data (as well as video and facs.imile). Data

transmission over the packet switched subnetwork is made up.

of interactive terminals and file transfer of data between

vArious network entities. These both require high

* reliabli.ty, whereas, speech transmission can-tolerate some

error but needs small delay and constant bandwidth. Small

delay in the packet network environment is important to

minimize the "dead time" (silence) between speakers.

The use of packetized speech over packet switched

networks requires special attention. This is because the

* mechanism that allows for the efficient handl'ing of bursty

traffic causes non-uniform performance in data rates and

* delay.

1.4 DELAY IN PACKET SWITCHED NETWORKS

*.Tjhe implication for network delay of voice is more

subtle.than for data, since in addition to response time,

-" deli " rffect users in a subjectively noticable and

perhaps objectionable way. The delay factors for packet

switched voice may modify the speakers conversational

J
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behavior patterns and change the naturalness of a

conversation.

The delay encounered over packet switched networks

can be categorized as follows:

l.• packetization delay

2. nodal processing delay

3. nodal queueing delay

4. propogation delay

All of these delays add to the random delays that

packets experience transversing the communications

subnetwork.

The packetization delay results from the time the

packet is formed and includes appending the header to the

packet along with checksum bits for error control etc.

Nodal proces-sing delay is caused by the various

* switching nodes over which the packet transversed from the
.

source node to the sink node. This delay includes

receiving, processing and outputting to a queue the

* packets. With an efficient switching node this delay is

"A not significant.

Nodal queueing delay is a function of the rate of

pac'., rrlval at an output queue of a switching node and

of the capacity of the outgoing transmission line. This'1

delay depends on the previous path the packet transversed

. . ...
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and the statistics of the speech talkspurt. These czn be

. minimized by efficient silence de:..fction alg,'rithms to

minimize the packet rate.

The propogation delay of the packets is usually the

'delay over high speed transmission lines and is usually

* small and imanagable.
V

From experiments performed on the ARPANET [21, using

packet voice, it was demonitrated that:

.. Packet assembly time varied from approximately

200msec (for 5.6 pkts/sec) to 50msec (for 20

pkts/sec).

2. minimum transit time was uniformly equal to

250msec for 5.6pkts/sec rate to 20 pkts/sec

* transmission rate.

*In point to pQint voice communication over any network

(circuit or packet switched) two requirements must be met.

1. synchronous output of speech must be

J * maintained to insure good quality speech

at the receiver.

2. end-to-end network delays must be

,4 "~ small such that the conversation should

be natural.

S... . . ... . * . . .
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1.5 SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH

This research proposal is concerned with the design

and use of a packet voice network simulator (PVNS).

. Adaptive Delta Modulation (ADM) will .be used as the source

encoding stcheme. DM presents an efficient and inexpensive

method to encode speech for toll quality transmission at

relatively low bit rates (16Kb/s). The ADM is also a

rdbust device that can tolerate line errors and "leak"

these errors off, w ith speech reifaining intelligible, at

error rates of less than 10

Previous work (51 has shown that the Song Voice ADM

(SVADM) has a higher dynamic range (10-15dB) at all bit

U rates than the continuosly variable slope DM (CVSD) . The

SVADM is also the preferred encoding scheme at rates lower

than 16K.b/s. Thus the SVADM will be used as the source"

*encoding scheme in this research.

* With the use of the PVNS various experiments were

performed. to demonstrate the usefulness of the PVNS. for

network optimization. The experiments performed were:

1. Variation of the PVNS' parameters for

various silence/speech (s/s) detection

algorithms

2. Subjective evaluat,,ion of a two-way

conversation with* fixed delay

,: Z:..:. ..I. .. - ....- *... . . ....... ...... .... .
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3. Network performance as a function of

pack...t- loss and random de!--

In the first part of the study two s/s detection

schemes (described below) was examined. The PVNS
Ike

parameters (e.g. V0 , SO) was varied to subjectively examine

.[the .quality of the processed speech. The 9tatistics of the

packet rate and packet ldngth will be measured. With the

optimized parameters the second part will examine the ease

of carryihg out a two-way con.versation as delay is

introduced. The final part will examine the quality of the

* -processed speech as packet loss and random delay are

introduced.

q Finally, The performance of an ADM as a voiceband data

signal identifier will be presented. The feasability of

* using the digital output of the DM (SVADM) to .estimate the-

.spectrum of voiceband modem data waveforms. This spectrum

(or correlation) can be used for automatic routing of

data/voice bits in a digital network environment.

1.6 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

In this the first section, a brief overview of packet

swit(-"nq is presented. The nature of packbt switched

sy.;*tc.,.., their interconnection and delay related issues,

which ar'e of importance tcrpacket switched voice, are

U7 %
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discussed.

In chapter the first part of '!issertation research

is presented. The issue of packet switched voice,

currently being implemented over telephone lines and

/ numerous local area networks, is discussed. The design of

a real-tinqe packet voice network simulator is described

along with the associated hardware and sofeware aspects.

Chapter 3 addresses the importance of silence/speech

de.tection. This section briefly describes various analog

and digital. schemes that exploi.t the nature of silence

periods fn conversational speech, to increase channel
U

utilization.

Chapter 4 shows experimental results obtained from the

real-time packet voice simulator. Packet rate statistics

* and transmitted packet size statistics are plotted along

with with the subjective results of variou.s threshold.

• values used. Thi.s is done for one of the silence/speech

detection algorithms, where the optimal parameters are

S•cho sen.

In chapter 5 the second part of the dissertation is

presented. It is shown that various synchronous modems can

be di'sceiminated one from the other, using the

- "utocorrelation function of the digital output of the delta

modul nr. This is done for the purpose 6f directly

. '.nouL.,ailgh the analog voiceband modem waveform. Since by
direct demodulation of the ":analog waveform a tremendous

-. - • • -•
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savings in bandwidth can be achieved over PCM encodir.g of

the waveform.

'4 /
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Chapter 2

SPEECH TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS

& Packet communications is, as described earlier, a

scheme which is suited for handling the bursty nature of

data traffic. Speech, which is characterized by burstiness

and a high peak to average ratio, is an atractive candidate-

for the packetization process and would increase the

transmitting channel's utilization.

The price paid for higher, channel utilization is

packet overhead (e.g. headers) along with processing and

queueing delays, which add to the variable delay

- experienced by the packets in transversing a network. The

most important issue in a voice transmission environment is

speech quality.

Maintaining speech quality and the naturalness o.f a

conversation enta'ils having continuity of phrases and

words. The control of average end-to-end delay, which

V. contributes to the continuity of speech, is of great

importance to overcoming the physiological effect of delay.

*The consideration of packet switching, for sp.eech

commun'icat ions, is to take advantage of the low bit rates

available for encoding speech and the silent periods

" Jnb. conversati6nal speech. Potential saving-s in

.* .transmission, with respect tc- 64Kbps circuit switched voice

";":+ : " : " , - -"'""", ." ."''"'U'*."'.";.."."'.. .." .. '."' .'.''- "-.-.-... U.... .'"...,....';"-i;..,
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could be greatly increased. For example, using 51% speech

3 activity and a 16Kbps encoding lilgorithm channel

utilization can be increased by a factor of 8 r(1/.5)X

(64/16)] .

2.1 TSSUES, IN PACKET SWITCHED VOICE

The transmission of speech over a network requires

cdntinuity of phrases and talkspurts, to maintain the

quality.of real-time conversational speech. Control of

end-to-end delays due to the variability of packet

transmission is also of importance in maintaining the

naturalness of speech. Therefore, issues such as routingi
and packet protocols must be addressed.

S. Packet voice protocols in a store-and-forward

environment revolve around two possibilities, Virtual'

circuit and datagram service. Virtual circuit service is a

scheme whereby the packets, to be transmitted, travel over

a preass.igned path and consequently arrive in .the

trana:mltted order at the receiving end.. Although this

protocol sounds attractive it has its limitations, in that

a path must be set up initially and can lead to congestion

at some nodes. The advantage include composite packet

pos "  ties and preservation of the transmitted sequence.

Datagram service is a scheme W hereby packets travel thru

the network over any allowable path. This scheme, although
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not creserving the message sequence and the added ove:head

of addressing (additional header information) can be used

at high transmission rates.

Routing strategies are also of importance and are

) related to the protocols used. The r.outing strategies can
/ •

be either fixed or adaptive and a combinption of both can

be supported by a network. Table 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 list.

advantages of the packet voice protocols and of the routing

strategies mentioned above.

The issue o~f optimal p~cket size for speech

transmission is also of importance to insure network

efficiency. A study performed (261 to optimize the packet

t .size used tradeoff between packetization delay (which

decreases with packet size) and network delay (increases

with packet size). Values of packet size from 300 bits

(for low speed vocoders) to 700 bits (for PCM encoding)'

. were found to be optimal and results in packet rates of

15-30 pkts/sec. This rate is very high and from work

performed on large store-and-forward networks would result

in extremely high delays(2]. Table 2.1.3 lists the effect

that packet size has on the performance of a packet

,,switchpd network.
I-

" 2. 7 1 'NTS OF SPEECH PACKETIZATION

Speech transmission over. any communications network

#5 •

" " q '" " - " " '-', ," ., . . " ." "* . ", -. . "" ' • " . * ..-. . .- .. ' -" "
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(circuit switched as well as packet switched) is ii reality

*a point to point tr;3, nission, the generalized form of a

packet switched network (fig 1.1.1) can be simplified as

"'. shown in figure 2.2.1. This is the generalized packet (in

/'our case packet voice) 6witching network system model with

which we will be working.

-At the transmitting end an analog speech waveform is
B..,. S

encoded into a binary sequence bit stream, since a

conversation is continuous (silent periods are also

encoded)-, this bit stream is then' fed into.a packetizer.

The packetizer examines the bit stream that is generated

and efficiently detects the start and the end of speech

ta.lkspurts. At the instance of speech detection the

W process of packetization begins. The speech "talkspurt" is

• a fundamental concept of the packetization process and was

.* defined by Brady [11] as follows:

" 5"

*" 1) Speech power exceeding a threshold value

for a time greater than 15msec.

2) Seperation from neighboring talkspurts by
5 ..

a time interval known as a hangover.

*.o

The talkspurt definition is illustrated in figure

. 2.2.- This figure clearly shows that if the hangover

period is less than a specif. c value the periods of talker

activity constitute a single. talkspurt. The 15msec

*- .
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threshold value is a means to distinguish speech activity

from impulsive background noise. As discussed above the

hangover is used to bridge short silence periods within a

talkspurt. Hangover values of 160-240msec are typical.

*,/ The speech power threshold that is used for defining the

*speech talkspurt should depend on the hangpver value (e.g.

-40 dB for 200msec (relative value of*0 dB is where

overload occurs)).

At the start of the packetization process the packet

network's system time (which must be established in common

by all speaker locations) is added to the header of the

i -: packet, for later use at the receiving end. The

timestamping of the packets is of importance to preserve

the continuity of the speech. Figure 2.2.3 a and b show

the packetization process of a speech talkspurt. When

si'lence i-s detected the packetization process'ends only to*

*be restarted by further speech activity.

When packets are formed, they are presented to the

S"packet subnetwork. Within this subnet the packets are

routed from node to node via whatever routing algdrithm

that has been established on that network. Since the path

*"any one packet travels over the subnet is not necessarily

rthe sadne as another packet, the packets suffer random

e del,),! do not necessarily arrive at the receiver in the

same order as they have been ,transmitted in, this is shown

in figure 2.2.3c. Due to the random arrival of the packets

b. ,, , ,, - ,,.-.*-,., ... . .- . . . . .. . . - . .:-.- . ... . .* - * * * .* .*. .
0m m m m mm1.mm mm ~ -,
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at the receiver they must be correctly reassembled Lor
• - playback.

To reconstruct, in the correct- order, the transmitted

packets it is necessary that the receiver check the present

system time with the packet formation time (stored in the
V

header). The packet is then inserted -at the correct

• location, relative to the .other packets, within the output'

* buffer, as shown in figure 2.2.3d. If the packet arrives

after it should have been output it is discarded (lost

packet) a.s illustrated in figure 2.2.3e, which shows one

packet of the talkspurt that is discarded. The packets

being in the correct sequence at the receiver buffer are

. the-n depacketized.

The depacketization process involves serially

outputting the bit stream through a decoder and playback is

achieved at the receiving end.

2.3 PACKET VOICE NETWORK SIMULATOR (PVNS)

The packet voice network simulator effectively

simulates a packet switched network environment. The 6lock

Sdiagram of the PVNS is shown in figure 2.3.1.

The packet network functions, e.g. packetizer,

co". : t.ons subnetwork and depacketizer are all

performecl by a PDP 11/34 minicomputer. These functions

which basically constitute the packet network are the

*: *i~ *..* * . . . . . . . .
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software aspects associated with the simulator.

The hardware aspect of the PVNS is basically the data

connecting equipment. The hardware portion of the PVNS

uses a serial/parallel (transmitting end) converter

/'attached to an encoder at the input. The output is

- connected to a parallel/serial converter' (receiving end)
S S

which is in turn connected to a decoder, for thi-s-

simulator both the input and the output are multiplexed

between two channels.

The simulator illows for the study of packet voice in

W real time. The subjective study of a two way conversation

to examine the aspects of delay on a conversation is also

S made possible. The statistics of a one way conversation

P. along with various qualitative and quantitative aspects

.- associated with the packetization/depacketizat ion process

are also feasible.

*, 2.3.1 HARDWARE CONFIGURATION

A PDP 11/34 minicomputer was used along with a DR11-KS.4

parallel input/output interface, to connect the computer to

the external devices. The specification of the control
,!r4

device* (data connecting equipment) used to interface the-.
ext devices, the data terminating equipment

* (consisting of a pair of encoder/decoder) to the computer

(using TTL logic ICs) is as follows:

, S ,o °S . . S,• . , . ° , . , . , . . " • . . - . . . . . • " • S . •



1) 16 bit parallel input (output) to (from) the

N computer for each channel.

.1 2) 16 bit parallel to (from) serial conversion at

the decoder. (encoder).

.Figure 2.3.1.1 shows how the speech data input to the

PDP 11/34 is accomplished. An analog speech waveform is

encoded by two independent encoders, which are clocked by

j an external sourcq. The sampled data is -then serially

input to 16 bit shift registers simultaneously (one for

each encoder(channel)). Corresponding to the 16 th bit,

data is latched into a multiplexer which presents it to the

DR-IlK parallel interface. Upon storing the first data

word into the main memory the DR-11K issues a signal which

causes the other channel's data to be loaded into the

multiplexer and a -similar process of storing the data word

"into the PDP 11/34 is performed. The reading of the data

from the DR-1lK input bufffer to the PDP 11/34 cache memxory
is performed by the software portion of the. PVNS.

The output of the data to the data connecting

equipment is shown in figure 2.3.1.2. The data to be

output Is transferred from the PDP 11/34 cache memory into

. the P- .'< output buffer. From the output buffer the data

is transferred into a multiplexer, which in turn transfers

the data to shift registers performing the parallel/serial

4,

• •~~~~~~~~~~~~~~......°I,...°. . .... ... ....... ..-. . ..... . .. . •. .. .•°.-.-.
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conversion process. After the data for the first channel

is enteted into :he output multiplex .r, control circuitry

signals the DR-IlK to output the other channels data word.

A similar process is then performed on the second channel

/ -to output the data serially. The data which is present in

the output parllel/serial shift registers is then clocked

out at the rate of the external clock to a pair o f

k decoders.'
Continuous bit streams are thus generated for the

decoders o'f both channels. I.t is noted that data is

read-out of the computer after every read-in operation.

The speed of operation of the PVNS is limited to the speed

J of writing in and out of the PDP 11/34 (e.g. machine

instruction cycle time) and the rate of the external clock.

2.3.2.SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION

The PVNS, as discussed previously simulates a packet

S • switched conmmunications subnetwork for two independent

voice channels. The simulation program consists of

approximately 600 lines of machine language instructions,

which llbws for the real-time operation of the simulator.

The general flow diagram of the simulator is shown in

.•figure 2.3.2.1.

.. t first step taken by the program is to initialize

the date area that is used by the simulator. Figure

4.n *

( l B .., -. .° .. . . . .-....
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2.3.2.2 shows how the data area, of one of the two channels

is apportioned. Memory locations 0 rd 262 8 are used for

control, data and pointers. Some of these include the

channel's status register, the input and output words,

* / various pointers etc. Locations 264 thru 3628 are used as

a shift word register, These store the latest 64 bytes of

data. From location 10008 onwards there aze 256 blocks of

packet control words (headers associated with the packets)

--7 and data buffer area (packet buffers). The data area

dedicated to a channel comprises 4K bytes (256 blocks along

with pointers, status register etc.) and 32K bytes of

packet buffer space used for each voice channel. This

makes a total of 36K bytes of memory used for each channel

of the PVNS. The packets that are created by the

initialization process are formed in a chain like manner,

a* shown in figure 2.3.2.3. These packet c.ontrol words-

S.* .(PCW) are aranged in a manner that one packet points to the

next and the previous packets, along with a pointer to the

data buffer area associated with that particular PCW. The

buffer data area stores the actual information bits that

are input from the external hardware thru the DR-11K

interf~ce.

After the initialization process is completed the

simul"-on starts as follows: Two words are read into and

two wua; are read out from the PDP 11/34 main memory, as

describeU in the previous s°tctlon. At this point, the base

• ..

S.. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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address register is set to point to data area dedicated to

the first channel. After the input/output operations are

completed, the processing of the input data is performed

sequentially for each of the two channels followed by the

/ output processing. When the processing for both channels

is completed, two words are input and output to and from

the encoder and decoder pairs and the process continues.

Figures 2.3.2.4 and 2.3.2.5 show the operation of the

in-put and output operations of the PVNS. The processing

sequence starts with the input -processing. portion of the

simulator. The process operates on the data as follows:

1) Voice detection (if in silence mode)

a 2) Silence detection (if in voice mode)

3) Allocation of the packet buffer

4) Random delay time generation ( with constant

added delay, if desired

5) Insertion of packet buffer into the proper

- e.. location of the output packet buffer pool

(chain).

6) Continuation of Packetization, for as long

as the simulator is in voice mode

L outputting of data is done sequentially for both

chann;.Ls after the inputting of data as follows:

0 ... *.*. . - . . . . . .
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7) Comparison of packet output time with present

4 system time and decision t- output

8) Outputting of either words from output packet

buffer area or silence pntterns (if in silence

mode).

To perform these tasks we divide the packet buffer

* :area for each channel into three different packet buffer

.. .chains (refer to figure 2. 3.2.3). These are the idle

chain( input chain and output chain. At initialization all

the packets created are assigned to what we call the idle

* packet chain. When speech is detected by the simulator, a

- . packet is acquired from the idle buffer chain and placed

wittin the input packet chain. The previously stored words

* . (from the shift word register) and the newly arrived word

are stored in the packet buffer area. The packets that are

placed to the input chain are time stamped with the present

-system time along with a random and possibly fixed delay

and are then inserted in increasing order for transmission

to the output buffer chain.

When a new packet is created and its output time is

assigned .(stamped), the packet should be inserted int6 the

proper location within the output buffer chain. This is

done by a searching operation performed on .the output

cha : frocess number 4 (listed above) requires

considerable processing tim-.. For example, the number of

L4
.-.......................

,-,,',, ,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~...... ',... ,..... . ........ .. i.. ...... .. . .... -,.i " "-- {..- 9- " .
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output packets which exist in the output buffer chain can

be greater than 40 in some instances. Since the period of

time that is possible for each input/output 'cycle' is

limited (input to the computer is continuous) for real time

operation. 'Cycle' is defined as the *unit of time from the

input of a channel to the next input of tile same channel.

The cycle is therefore a function of the external clock-

rate and all of the system time values are normalized to

tlhis unit. Processes nos. 4 and 5 which are performed at

Uthe time of new packet creation, are time divided into

* several sequential tasks. Each of these tasks is executed

within the single word (16 bits) processing cycle. If N

• .cyc.les of the search operation are performed.to locate, for

insertion of the packet into, the proper location in the

output buffer chain. N+3 cycles in total are needed to

complete'the processing.ON

- 2.3.3 RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR

* •.

"" .. The random number generator (RNG) is of great

:- importance to the PVNS. It is used for generating random

time delays in simulating the network delay experienced by

the pa6kets transversing the net and as part of the packet
- a 1o -' n sm.

The numbers generated fi5Y the RNG should in reality be

called pseudo-random, because they are obtained from a

a . - ,- .. .. , -, .. .[ ,. . ,. .. . .. . ., ..- . . . . _,.- . , .. ., . . ..
L 

,-
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determined calculation. However, the numbers generated

pass many of the statistical tests for randomness. Since

these numbers are obtained from a known calculation the

sequence will eventually repeat. The numbers that a
I , /"

process will generate Sefore repeating is called the length

of its period. Some processes degenerate repeating the

*,-same number (usually 0) while other processes will produce-

very short sequences.

There are two schemes generally used for generating

random numbers. Thb numbers are generated sequentially and

derived in a simple way from numbers preceeding it. In one

way the number is obtained by a process of addition, in
-

anoqther way by multiplication.

The most commonly used method to generate RNs is the

multiplicative and is as follows:

Xn+ I = CXn (modulo word length of the

machine)

The multiplicative RNG process can easily be seen.

Each number of the sequence determines the following

number-, etc. The main problem involves the selection of C

(multiolier) and X (seed). The RN process is described by

r27] states that C as well as X should be odd

numbers.

All odd numbers C can be written in the following

* * ...•*o
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ways:

+ •
8t1I and 8t+3

A.

/ " for some t [271.

It is-proved that C=8t-3 will have a period of 2k 1,

where k is the number of bits used in the calculation by

the machine.

Figure 2.3.3.1 lists the program that was used to

generat the random.numbers. Values of 37 were chosen for

both the seed and the multiplier. This number was found by

using t=5 in the formula above and would suggest a sequence

* (15-2) 13of. length equal to 2- (2 -1) 8191 numbers would

be possible.

. ••Lines 3 to 6 of the RNG program establish the maximum

numerical value of the RNG, which is limited-to the value*

stored in BL. Lines 7 to 9 multiply the seed [and

subsequent random numbers (not limited by the value BL)] by

-- the multiplier. Lines 10 and 11 takes the value, wbich

results from the multiplication, and by operating on that

number limits the value of the RNs to generate a maximum

value of 2 1 (e.g. BL=7 corresponds to a maximum value of

2 7 -1=127).

its were performed on the RNG program to find the

period of the sequence and4 the distribution of the RN

generated. Figure 2.3.3.2 shows the measured period of the

...............-. .•........................

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . *
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RN sequence using C and X,=37 for various BL. This

measurement was done by comparing the first few generated

RNs with subsequently generated values. Except for BL=2

values for BL greater than 4 produced the expected length

, / of the sequence equal t.o 8191.

Figure 2.3.3.3 shows the period of~the RN sequence

with. C=37 and several values of X 0 . It is seen that for

odd values of X0 the maximum period is produced and even

values produce a sequence less than maximum. Figure

2.3.3.4.shows that. if the multi'plier is changed and the

seed is both even and odd the sequence length is very short

(and at times degenerative). The distribution of the RNG

*.0 was also performed and it was found to have a uniform

distribution (as expected).

S"Assuming an external clock rate of 16Kbps, 1024 bit

packet -length and continuous speech (,continuous

packetization) we are interested in how much time the RNG's

*.sequence lasts. Since a RN is added to the header at

* packet creation, a sequence of length equal to 8191 implies

-,that the RN does not repeat for 524 seconds (8 minutes and

44 seconds). For conversational speech, where

* packetizatlon does not occur continuously the sequence

could last for as much as 2.5 times lonqer.

:' -.,

!. .- " . - ". "

-i ., .... -.. . :... ~. . . ... : , *: , *: K .< . . .:.*:..:: . . . .::::::::::*:::::::::: : . -:.-:.. :. ; .5 : -
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Virtual call Datagram

. .1 Call setup packets 1 addressing overhead in
every packet

*2 cll torge ime2 Potential for high speed
transmission

3.c~ll option progessing 3 message sequence not
preserved

4 composite packet possibility

Tal1.11PcetViePrtcl

.al

,..
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C?..

I'
Fixed Path Adaptive Routing

• /1 Abbreviated headers 1 Overhead due to routing table
updating

2 Delay subject to local 2 Robust against failure
conjestion

3 call lost if path fails 3 Reduction in delay by local-.
conjestion avoidance

4 Must be constrained for heavy
load

*ible 2.1 .2 Routing Strategies

C .

C' -

'"
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I I

Long Packets Short Packets

1 Good Overhead efficiency 1 Low overhead efficiency
2. longer queue delay 2 Shorter queue delay

-'3 Shorter processing delay 3 longer processing delay'
4 less processing complexity 4 greater processing complexity.

,C C

Table 2.1.3 Packet size tradeoff

U.
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- Hang

Talksprt 
Talkspurt 
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~~ ~ nticipatory ~:;gv2

* ,. [del ay

a) Talkspurt

1 b) Packetization of
______Talkspurt

2 c)received Packets

T 3 4d 7dPayback without
2 *I d -~Pcket loss

1 256 e)Playback with
--- Packet loss and

Packe t~ddedladded network
delay

loss Network delay ~

Figure 2.2.3 Packet transmission of a Talkspqrt
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MEMORY

LOCATION
.' 0 CHANNEL STATUS REGISTER

2 INPUT DATA
.. PREVIOUS INPUT -MT.A

• 6 OUTPUT DATA
10 IDLE CHAIN POINTER
128 INPUT CHAIN POINTER
14 OUTPUT CHAIN POINTER

264 8|  SHIFT
WORD
REGISTER

(64 BYTES)

.8-

10008

* .PACKET CONTROL
WORD #0 7 WORDS

-,. -256 BLOCKS11PACKET CONTROL TOTAL

- WORD #1 PER CHANNEL

10000
.8

PACKET BUFFER
# 0

MAXIMUM

LENGTH
OF PKT.
(2008 B)

% 102008

PACKET BUFFER
*1# #1

o, ... .S

Figure 2..3.2.2 Memory map .q control and packet data area
for channel0
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SHIFT REGISTER (64 WDS).
PATTERN REGISTER AND
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*-1

II

MOV #37., @#X ;X is seed
2 MOV #37., @#C ;C is multiplier
3 MOV @ #BL, R4
4 MOV #15.,R5
5 SUB R5, R4
6 MOV R4, @#SH
7 RAN; MOV @ #C, RO

. " 8 MUL @#X,R0
" 9 MOV R1,@#X
10 " BIC #100000,RI"
11 ASH @#SH,R1

Figure 2.3.3.1 Program to generate Random Numbers

y--

o.

"o , S

. . .. . . . . . . . . . .

. . . ***
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4-n /

(Length of RN sequence)

BL No. of R.N.'s compared in sequence
4 5 6

2. (192 498 1317

4 ,3196 8197 8198

5 8196 8197! 8198-

7 8196 8197 8198

9 8196 8197 8198

'-' "12 8196 8197 8198)

, J1Multiplier=37
,,i .seed=37

.I4 .t

* . •

-N

.,-

Figure 2.3.3.2 Measured per jd of RNG

. . -.. .... -. .... - . -...-........- -- .. . ..
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-"9

Length of R.N. Sequence. 'L (No. of RN's compared in sequence =6)

*" .
.

" .seed= 10 22 45 65
S2 "" 4102 9"65 4083- 5389

ra

S7 4102 4102 8198 8198

' 12 4102 4102 8198 8198

~Multiplier=37

-:•: :-.Figure 3.3.3 Length of RN sequence for various seeds
_' i ; and constant multiplier

'

, .mm-l .. . ,i " : ' "" ": " " " ", , """ '*.9" " . " . - -" " . . . .
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B .(L= 
9 )

/LENGTR OF R. N.

vSEED. MULTIPLIER SEQUENCE

37 16 3--

* 37 20 7

37 30 14

* 37 50 14

20 16 3

20 20 6

*20 30 12

20 50 12

Figure 2i.3.3.4 Length of RN sequence for various
* multipliers and constant seed values

6'I
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Chapter 3

SILENCE/SPEECH (S./S) DETECTION

FOR PACKET SWITCHED SYSTEMS

/ In using speech over packet switched networks, it is

important to preserve the quality.and ease of a

conversat-ion.

The quality of a conversation is dependent on

preserving the continuity of the speech talkspurts. The

ease, on .the other" hand, is dependent on the end-to-end

delay experienced by the packets transmitted over the

Ssubnetwork. A long delay experienced can lead to

detrimental physiological effects on a conversation.

The effect on the communication subnetwork of voice

transmission is different than that of data. When a

conversation takes place, over a communications subnetwork,

-there is'a requirement for constant channel bandwidth.

This is because a conversation is continuous and the

resources of the subnet must remain available for the

duration. Therefore, it may be necessary to give priority

to voice packets over data packets. With voice priority

* . end-to-end delay constraints can be maintained, even in the

presence of data packets.

• w.:i determined by Brady (111 that there is greater

than 50%. silence in a conversation, and as much as 60-65%

" ..

.! '* 2 %-¢.' : - Q - . -2*K . .. ..-\ .**- -'-.' -''- -.. .- - ••. .- . • -.*
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* one way. This characteristic has been, and is presently

being exploited to improve channel utilization.

i-c >

3.1 TIME ASSIGNED SPEECH INTERPOLATION (TASI)
/•

TASI, • initially, was an analog method introduced in

the -late 1950's by Bell Labs. In the Speech Interpolation

(SI)- Scheme, speech talkspurts are interpolated within

silent periods. SI is one method to improve channel

utilization amongs.t the network~s users, SI has evolved

over time and is still being improved and changed, since it

was introduced.

• The process •of speech interpolation. becomes more

efficient when the number of channels increases. For

"4 • example, when two conversations are to be interpolated over

a *single- channel, It is possible that, due to contention

*for the channel much of the conversation will be lost for

until the talkspurt is terminated it has control of the

channel and could "feeze-out" attempts by other talkspurts.

Freezout consists principally of short clips of the

initial portion of a talkspurt ranging from zero to several

Z hundre.d miliseconds in length. Periods of freezouts

greater that 50msec were measured to he perceptively

dama(i' i to the quality of speech. The problem of speech

loss (freezout) was due mainly to the speech detection

scheme that was used. Contention for the channel was

• .

%.. - -. . . - . - . . - . .
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* another problem that was addressed and corrected in the

early 1960's.

3.2 DIGITAL SPEECH INTERPOLATION (DSI) [12],[141-(16]

-N

In digital speech interplation (DSI) conventional

.. PCM/TDM data (at 64Kbps) is input to the D'I system. The

data comifig from the PCM/TD4 channels is used by a transmit

assignment processor. The processor using a digital voice

detecbor assigns the n-ary input .trunks to a m-ary TDM/TASI

channels frame, which is then transmitted to a receiver

where the process to output the lata is reversed.

The advent of digital technology corrected the

defficiencies of the analog TASI systems. The problem of

.. freezout was addressed by methods of variable quality

S"cqding. During periods of overload on the .system, the.

least -significant. bit of all the transmission slots is

. "reapportioned to augment the transmission capabilities of

Sthe. system. Other advantages of DSI over analog TASI

include the fact that digital voice detectors perform much

better than their analog counterparts. Also more precise

switchi'ng of digital speech samples among the channel slots

" is possible.

Two forms of DSI that have been implementfed are the

Speech Predictive Encoded Communications (SPEC) and the

ADPCM-TAST systems. The SP& system used predictive coding

LZ-

t"q

.:,,....: ..-... ... ............-.......................... ..--. .
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and was implemented over a satellite channel. ADPCM-TASI

systems used a fixed rate channel and bits, over the

channel, are allocated such that the coder stays in

synchronization with the channel rate.

One of the principal merits of the SPEC system is

total avoidance of TASI's clipping problem. The SPEC

system uses an improved voice detection scheme tha..,

improved noise immunity of the speech detection and

" enhanced the switching characteristics on speech bursts,

leading *to an improvement in the operation of DSI systems.

In the ADPCM-TASI scheme proposed by McPherson [161

bits are allocated evenly among all the active speech

channels. Another.method proposed by Yatsuzuka (141 uses a

voiced/unvoiced detector along with silence detection.

3:2.1 BUFFERED SPEECH INTERPOLATION (BSI) [131,0[151

Buffered speech interpolation or variable rate coding

TASI is the most recent advance in the SI techniques.- It

is an improvement on the DSI techniques described above.

In this technique talkspurt delay is used to mitigate the

freezout impairment.

Buffers are used, in these schemes to store excess

dati 1 then to transmit them over the network. . The

buffers effectively decouple :the coders -from the channel.

Elder and O'Neill (15], using a PCM system stored the

e e

.,. ... ... .. .... =.'. . ... . .... . .'- ........ .. *.
" . . . . . . . . . " " " . ,, - .L e ,K ...... .
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-" data " L a buffer. In this scheme some u' ers expericnced r.c

3delay while others experienced variable delay. Cox and

Crochiere [131 proposed a method of variable rate coding

*that introduce the same delay among all the users. This

method is based upon buffer fullness, not on the channel

• rate of the previously mentioned scheme. -Speech activity

and an increase/decrease -in coder rates were also used to

prevent overflow/underflow of the buffer.

The BSI techniques were initially being used in a

multiserver, statistical-TDM, teletrafficing mode rather

. than in a single server, store and forward packet voice

mode. Cox' scheme, however, also addressed the use of

buffers in packet voiced systems not only SI system.

3.3 SILENCE/SPEECH (S/S) DETECTION ALGORITHMS

FOR PVNS SYSTEM

To efficiently allocate the system's resources and to

preserve the continuity of the speech, effective silence

detection must be used. In .our experiments Delta

Modulation (DM) will be used as the source encoding method

of the speech waveforms. It is the special characteristic

of the DM that enables us to use them for s/s detection and

is no,.. a ddressed.

:- j ',,...,...... . .... ....

• , -. . ,- - . . . . . . . . . . . . -- .... . . . . . '. -. . -- , . . . - .. ,.*--- . . . .. /...
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3.3.1 SVADM FOR S/S DETECTION

The response of the SVADM to a constant input is shown

in figure 3.3.1.1. It is seen that for the constant input

the Delta modulator's output oscillates in a ...11001100...

fashion. For periods of silence, this is the pattern that

is generated by the DM. -

3.r3.2 CVSD FOR S/S DETECTION

As in the SVADM algorithm, the CVSD algorithm also has

S.an oscillating pattern for a constant input. This pattern

is a ...101010... pattern, as shown in figur; 3.3.2.1.

3.4 SILENCE DETECTIO9 ALGORITHMS

Two methods to detect s/s in a conversation were

implemented as part of the PVNS. The encoded input to the

computer's serial/parallel interface is stored into a shift

word register (SWR), whose length is Lmax bytes. The value

Lmax is varied with the bit rate of the Delta Modulators.

The SWR's length is determined by previous work, in speech

.. detection, to equal approximately 30msec of input data.

3.4.1 16 IT SILENCE DETECTIO:SCHEME

IS.,

•5

b, .: " .. ,"-","', - ,"', / .. .-2. q. . . .- - .. ."" "... . .. i ."'" -" '
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Figure 3.4.1.1 shows the flow diaqram used for s/s

detection for this scheme. A 16 bit word is entered and

the presence of any silence pattern is checked. If the

word corresponds to any of the possible silence patterns,

. shown in figures 3.4.L.2 and 3.4.1.3, the s/s counter is

incremente. (with a maximum value equal to the length of

-> the WR L ). For a word that does not match the pattern-max

the counter is decremented. To determine the mode

(silence/speech) of the converstion we use threshold values

V0 (spee'ch) and S0 *(silence), as shown in figure 3.4.1.4.

Now that the value of the s/s counter has been updated we

: 'check if the conversation was previously in silence mode.

If .in silence, is-the s/s counter less than V 0. A positive

response indicates that we have speech and packetization

begins. If not, we remain in silence mode. If the

previous mode was speech, is the counter greater than.S .

A positive response ends the packetization process and a

negative response keeps us in the speech mode

(packetizat ion continues).

When we initiate the packetization process, It is

*, important to include all the speech stored in the .SWR.

7.. Thus, a few of the previously stored words from the SWR are

includdd at the head of the packet. This Pre-offset enables
'-:,

us t.. .'udo all of the initial speech segment (avoids

clipping).

At the end of packetization (onset of silence) a few

.....
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words are deleted from the tail of the last transmitted

packet of the talkspurt. This post-offset enables us to

remove some of the silence from the end of the last

* transmitted packet.

Figure 3.4.1.5 showis the response of this scheme to a

typical portion of a talkspurt. The numbers within each

sampling interval indicate the value of the s/s counter. -

V0 equal to 6 and S0 equal to 6 were chosen, and L was00max
set equal to 10.

3.4.2 WORD BY WORD (PATTERN MONITOR WORD)

S/S DETECTION SCHEME
J

This scheme is illustrated in figures 3.4.2.1 thru

3.4.2.3. The method for entering and storing words in the

computer is essentially the same as discussed above for .the

.16 bit s/s detection scheme.

If the present word corresponds to a silence (or

' spe'ech) pattern, then is the previous word also sil'ent

(speech). If the response is affirmative the pattern

monitor counter is incremented, otherwise it is reset to

zero. This scheme although using 16 bits of data is

similat to a bit-by-bit s/s detection scheme. For silence

*.-"(spe. -'t'tion, if the counter is greater than S0  (V0)

we have silence (speech), othiftwise we are in the same mode

as we were in previously.

. . . . . . . . . . .
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Fi-"ire 3.4.2.4 shows the responcs4 CF this scheme to

the same talkspurt as shown for the first scheme. The rest

- of the discussion (e.g. with-regards to pre and

/ post-offset) also applies here. Values of V 0 equal to 4

an equal to 4 were chosen for this example. Lma is set

* equal to 10.

. 4
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v4

( ..

- (S+SO)

-(S+2S0)

4 -S+S*0

*.1 1 0 0 1 1

Tiur . ..- epneo VD ocntn nu~.1.

-'*igurc *..1.1 Response of SVADM to constant input

4 :5*.

4i.
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! ARRIVAL*

OF A
NEW WORD

P SILENT ATR

/ STORE VKLIJE
IN REGISTER

NO
ODE =SILENCE

YES OF TOTAL COUNT
'.S x,
'4SO?

LMODE=VOICE MO ESLN]

*LATEST FEW WORDS LATEST FEW WORDS
COPID INO ADISCARDED FROM
PACKT BUFERPACKET BUFFER
(PREOFFET)(POST-OFF*SET)

END OF SILENCE/SPEECH
DETECTION

Figure 3A..1.1 Silence/Speecly-detection' scheme
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WOD(PMW')

YES

MODEE COUNTER

S END

Figure 3.4.2.1 Flow diagram of Pattern Monitor
word (PMW) s/s scheme
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Fiq.i' 3.4.2.2 Speech detection for PMWq scheme
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Chapter 4

Packe Voice Network Simulator
Results

-.

/

*I 4In this section experimental results of the packet

* voice network simulator (PVNS) are presented.

"As discussed in chapter 3, the silence/speech (s/s)

detection schemes are extremely important for efficient

utili-zatio'n of the communications. subnetwork's facilities.

. To examine the efficiency of the two s/s detection schemes

discussed in chapter 3, only one channel of the PVNS was

t utilized. Two recordings were made from radio

transmissions of an all talk format station. The first

. •recording was of a male host interviewing two male guests.

The second recording was of a male host conversing over a.

telephone with various male speakers.

To get an accurate measurement of the packetization

- -. " prqcess, the hardware delta modulator that was used (system

used is as shown in figure 2.3.1) was modified. The usual

minimum step size was changed from 10mv to 40mv. This was

due to the fact that the recordings made from the radio
'4.'

transmission were noisy and to have a 4 volt p-p signal the

.. * silent periods exhibited a 35mv noise margin. Since the

U 
..

* 4

*I1 ,
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l0mv minimum step size would interpret the 35mv noise

signal (silence) as speech, the minimum step size was

therefore changed, to avoid constant packetization of the

'input waveform.
Figures 4.1 thru 4.8 show statistical results obtained -f

for .both the packet size and packet rate" transmission of

both s/s algorithms, as discussed previously, by the PVNS.

. Figures 4.1 a and b show the percentage of the

transmitted packets size for the. 16 bit s/s detection

algorithm for various values of S0 and V0 for the radio

male/male radio interview with the noise margin (silence)

reduced to 20mv. Figures 4.2 a and b show the

corresponding transmitted packet rate which is a percentage "

of the maximum packet rate for the various thresholds that

* were used. For example a maximum packet size of 1024 bits,-

* that is encoded a.t a 16kbps rate, would yield a packet

transmission rate of 15.625 packets/sec. It should be

noted that for the 16 bit s/s algorithm s0 must be greater

than V0 .

Figures 4.3 a and b and figure 4.4 are the

corresponding figures to 4.1 and 4.2, however, for these

the noise margin was increased to 35mv. As a result of the

incr- -e in the noise margin of the input signal the

percentage of the maximum packets transmitted decreased

several percentage points, wlile the distribution of the

. packet sizes 0 thru 127 bytes increased slightly. There

. 9 -
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. tncrea 'e of approximately 5% in the -

packet rate transmission, as shown in figure 4.4, over the

lower noise margin of figure 4.2.

Figures 4.5 a,b and c and 4.6 a and b show the same

/ statistics as the previous figures for packet size and

equivalent packet rate for the second: recording (of

male/males telephone conversations). These figures show- . •.

similarity to the values graphed in figures 4.3 and 4.4,

since the 35mv noise margin was also used in this part.

Figures 4.7 a and b and 4.8 a and b show the

transmitted packet size and equivalent packet rate

"' statistics for the word-by-word s/s detection algorithm

using 35mv noise iargin. These show a marked increase in

the maximum packet size transmitted of as much as 8 to 10%.

* . There is also an increase in the equivalent packet rate of

approximately 5% for this algorithm. The thresholds wsed

.for this s/s algorithm, unlike the 16 bit s/s algorithm,

can vary relative to each other, e.g. S can be smaller

, than V , since the counter (PMW) used is reset to zero

I after a change in the input is discerned (from speech to

silencQ pa.ttern and vice versa).

To show the usefulness of the PVNS in determining the

optimal thresholds, vis-a-vis the packet size and packet

rate, .'ves of the quality of the transmitted packeeized

speech is used. The graph of. quality of the packetization

process versus the thresholds used is shown in figures 4.9

41°

- -" " -. -.'% * 5- . . . . . ..... . -.5 . .-. . . . . ". ..- ; . .
I -./ . ....... .. .,.. ,.:.,......................-......... ..,..., -. .. , ... -.,.-....... . . .. .. ..-...---5....4,. ..



r 1 -1 : gUsir4 figure 4.9 as an ex.nole ht4 - aqFIk

was used for the m/m radio interview (and 35mv noise °

margin)]. The quality was rated from poor to excellent as

, the various thresholds were changed and with the

pre-offset, post-offset and packet loss all equal to zero..4 '

For the 16 bit s/s detection algorithm, the optimal

,'o threshold parameters for V.0 and S0 were chosen to be 8 and •

30 respectively. These values were established using

figures 4.4. and 4.9, for minimum packet rate and optimal

quality. .The pre-offset was set equal to 8 bytes (equal to

4msec of the initial speech) and the postoffset equal to 0.

S ,

.4..
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*' .Chapter 5

VOICEBAND " "M/SPEECH WAVEFORM IDENTIFICATION

USING DELTA MODULATION

/ In this section wd examine the performance of adaptive

delta modulation (ADM) encoding for identification of

voiceband data signals and speech. The application of the-

ADM codec in voiceband data waveforms/speech identification

will be discusssed for use in the automatic routing of

signalg over telephone nets, wfth the c6nservation of

bandwidth as the goal.

Signal identification of voiceband data or speech

• en'tails the use of the digital output of the.ADM encoder to

determine the autocorrelation (or equivantly the spectral

characteristics) of voiceband modem signals. It has been

demonstrated by Jayant [18] that when a DM is used. to

•encode speech, the spectrum of the digital output of the DM

approximated that of the input speech waveform. It will be

4shown that" this approximation also applies when the input

is a voiceband modem signal.

The autocorrelation of the ADM'S digital output and the

respective spectral characteristics of various modems (2400 "

bps 4-phase, a 4800 bps 8-phasL, a 9600 bps 16 point QAM

and bps duobinary) are determined experimentally.

Measurement time considerA.tions are addressed and

:1Q

s9
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prob'ability of error in signal identification will be

discussed.

For this study the Song Voice Adaptive DM (SVADM) was .

used as the encoding algorithm. From here on DM will

denote the SVADM algorithm.

5.1 SYNCHRONOUS VOICEBAND MODEMS

" To transmit data over voiceband channels it is

necessary to MOdulate the input data at the t-ransmitter and

DEModulate the received analog waveform. Thus the term

MODEM evolved to describe a data transceiver. The modem in

addition to tran~lating data between data. terminating

equipment also performs various control functions to

S••coordinate the flow of data between the transmitting and

~~reteiv ing- ends."

The class of modems is divided into two general

groups. These are the asynchronous and the synchronous

modems. The asynchronous modems are operated at lower

* speeds and are used over switched telephone lines. The

synchronous modems operate to speeds of 56000 bps and are

used over private lines.

Synchronous modems of importance to this study and

that used for the transmission of data, operate at

speeds greater than 1 -i bp.7 and less than 9600 bps. These

voiceband modems are employed over private voice grade

-- . . - .. . . .- .. . . .. . . .. . .. . .
, -- - , , -, ,, - . , ,,., ,-, :., ,.. ,;,...,..,. . . . . . ........ ,.... ... ......A5 . .
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lines (usually band limited to approximately 4Khz) and use

various forms of digita4 aoe.tation techniques to transmit

the input data stream. Table 5.1.1 lists various modems

that are currently available along with the modulation

-techniques that are primarily used.

Voiceband modems are complicated devices that employ

spectral filters, pulse shaping filters and channel

equalization to achieve system requirements for proper

operation. Asynchronous modems, which use start/stop codes

operate below 1800 bps rate and use Frequency Shift Keying

(FSK) type modulation. FSK is t'he preferred modulation

scheme in these cases because of its simplicity of

7 operation and ease of implementation. In FSK bandwidth

efficiency is not an important factor and the bandwidth (in

Hz.) is usually twice the maximum bit rate of the input

data stream. The transmission of data by asynchronous.

• modems is usually of one character (a collection of a 'few

*bits) at a time and is used interactively, such as in a

. ,time sharing environment.

Synchronous modems usually use Differential Phase

Shift Keying (DPSK) modulation and combined phase

amplitrude'schemes such as 16 point QAM. Figure 5.1.1 shows

" •various constellations that can be used to encode the input

data stream. These constellations include 4-PSK (offset

QPSK,, 1 -VSK, two forms of 8.-QAM and 16-QAM. DPSK is a

modulation technique that iz:commonly used for the 4 and

", , -vi',. , . * • - . ,, ,,- ' .. ' . . ' , " ' " . - ' . ,. . . " . - , ' . . ' . " . . .-' - .- ." " ., .. " . "
, % *. , . . ,, V! .. •. . - ... .- - . *- . . . •. ... ...... ... . . .... * .. ,.. -. . , -
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8-PSK type modems. Figure 5.1.2 shows how a data stream

(for a 2400 bps modem) converts, by some established rule,

the phase of the analog waveform from its present state by

a dibit pair that is presented to the modem by the data

*terminating equipment.

DPSK.as a form of modulation requires moderate

band~width. The term differential implies that the next

7.= symbol that is to be transmitted depends on the change in

phase from the previous symbol. This change in phase is

not wtth. respect to an initially established.absolute phase

...
reference and allows for less restrictions on the

synchronization at the receiver to the transmitted phase,

for the demodulation of the signal.

AM is presently being used to transmit multilevel

* symbols by vestigial or single sideband modulation. A

* • class of •these modems transmit 4 or 8 level VSB signals and-

• are limited to bit rates less than 10000 bps by channel

""impairments and power constraints. Quadrature AM, which

combines both phase and amplitude for the signal set allows

for greater packing of bits per symbol. The use of QAM is

of importance when the signalling set uses a large number

of symbols and when the average signal. power is to be

minimized for a minimum seperation of the states. For

S * examp'l, 16-QAM will have a better Probability of Error
.:,

perfoA.'oance than 16-PSK, and is therefore the preferred

encoding technique for 9600 bps modems. An alternative to

V1"

P., *5 ,,. '.,, ., . ,,.. * -. ., . . .. -...- .-... . . ,, *... * S. *
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trarsmitting single side band is used by QAM. QAM is

transmitted usinq wo double sidebnd signals in

quadrature. Since double sideband signals have no

quadrature components, there is no interference between the

*two channels.

• A method to transmit data at intermediate speeds,

between those obkc'ined by two and four-level systems,

involves transmtczion of three-level signals. This type of

• si-gnalling is referred to as duobinary [251. Duobinary,

for exampl'e, uses two three-level symbols to provide nine
"" .2 ,

states (3 9). Thus it is possible to encode 3 bits of

data into eight of the nine states provided. In multilevel

systems signals can take on M values. M=2 corresponds to

i binary and M=3 to ternary (duobinary). In binary systems M "

kis a power of 2, e.g. M=2 implies that each symbol

represents k bits of information. Higher l-evel systems-

achieve data rate packing of k bits/sec/Hz, or k times the

data rate capability of binary (a 2400 bps duobinar", rate

(over a 3-evel system) is equivalent to a 3600 bps binary

* transmission, therefore, providing 3/2 (1.5) times greater

-. "packing of bits/symbol).5 "
* 5.1.1 TYPICAL MODEMS

Si , 2400 bps synchronous modem uses 2 bits of data

from the 'input data stream at..-'one time and according to an
Ii

-I ..
•1 •

. * 4 S *. '.. . . *. . . . . .• . . . . oS . - - * . 5 - - .° , - -.
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arbilrar-. decision making process changes the phase of the

carrier, as shown i- figure 5.1.2. Since 2 bits of data

are taken at one time, the dibit pairs allow 4 possible
•22

choices (e.g. 2points or the following dibit pairs 00,

1 "01, 10, 11) for the phase to change. by from the present

. phase of.the sinusoid. This encoding results in a

transmission rate equal to 1200 bps and is referred to as

the baud rate.

BIT RATE = BAUD RATE * NO. OF BITS/SYMBOL

./

In the 4800 bps and higher speed synchronous modems it

is also possible to use a combination of amplitude and

pha.se modulation or just PSK as shown in figure 5.1.1. The

4800 bps modem uses 8 different points to phase encode the

carrier.. This results from using 3 bits of da-ta to encode'

3
.(e.g. 2 points o.r the following tribit combinations 000,

" 001, ... , 110, 111) the phase. In this case the

"*,._.. " transmission rate is reduced by 1/3 (symbols/bit) to 1600

baud.

The typical 9600 bps modems dse combined amplitude and

* phase modulation technique known as 16 point QAM. These 16

points. result from combining 4 bits at one time (e.g. 24

point- -r the following 4-bit combinations 0000; 0001,

1110, i11). The combination of 4 bits to transmit one

phase change of the carrier fresUlt in a baud rate of 2400

"... . . . -. . .. * .. '* ." " ' ". ." " ". """" . -., - - - .. , -" . ... ." . -. .. -
i.J*.*d***.* i'* *. . S w '* ~ ~ '*t . *..~.**..<.** ~ .. . . . . . .
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bps.

Other modems on',Latinri at 3600 bps and 7200 hp1 s ara

available, although these are generally not used. There

are also modems operating to 56 Kbps, these are known as

"wideband or group modems. The wideband analog modems

require a wider bandwidth than that available on a voice

grade telephone line, and are not of interest in this
study.

5"l.2"SIGNAL FILTERING AND SHAPING

Filtering is used in modems simply to confine the

signal to a specific frequency band, inorder to minimize

m the influence of noise. Along with filtering signal

shaping is also used to help control intersymbol

*' interfere.nce.

Although the .long haul telephone path is filtered,

*- local paths to and from the local switching centers have a

widg and unrestricted bandwidth allowing crosstalk to occur

over a wide frequency range. This crosstalk is detrimental

to the transmission of data and must be overcome.

Nyqui'st described a type of spectral shaping to avoid

intersymbol interference. Figure 5.1.2.1 shows a baseband

S"signal having a rectangular spectral shape l{mited to W

Hz. 'Anis rectangular pulse will have a corresponding

r-4 (sinx)/x time function with zero crossings at T=I/2W time
Li

** * . * *.J
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inte-,al• Th"us it is possible to transmit pulses at a 2W

rate without the peg's of adjacent pulses interfering with

each other. Since it is impossible to to generate *

functions with infinite cutoff, Nyquist and others

developed other practical forms of spectral shaping that

would ha-ve the same zero crossing points. The

modifications to the square pulse is shown in figure

5.1.2.2. These spectral shapes have odd symmetry about the

cutoff frequency as indicated in the figure. The

additlonal bandwidth required to transmit the signals with

these spectral shapes is expressed in terms of the

originally discussed bandwidth W. The time response that
-. "2

co.rresponds to 100% rolloff (full cos rolloff) has a

property that in addition to the T=n/2W crossover points

(where n=l,2,...) there is no interference at the half

amplitude points. The time response also dies away more'

rapidly than the 0% and the 50% rolloff slopes.

Modems used in telephony are designed with a raised

cosine sha.ping of the spectral density (SD). The SD can be

described mathematically at baseband as follows [22].

! . "
ST," 0 5 w <-(Vl/T) (i-Of

S(w)= (1)

I- •
2~ 1 -. s i n. (T 2( . w-T/T *1/T (1 -- ( A w ( )(1+t

All
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Where T in the above formula .represents time. OC=i

corresponds to a full raised cosine spectrum while OCKi

/results in a spectium with a flat portion at low

frequencies and raised cosine shaping at'the edges. The

multiplication of the above discussed baseband spectrum, by-

a carrier, shifts the waveform to the frequency of the

carrrier. Typical spectral characteristics of modems are

shown in' figure 5.1:2.3. It shoul'd be noted that spectral

shaping of the voiceband data signal can be done at

, baseband before modulation or after modulation and can also

* be'pccomplished as a combination of the two..

5.2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The experimental procedure used to calculate thep.o
Autocorrelation (or spectral density) characteristics of

various modems is as follows:

The data applied to the digital input of the modem was

a binary PN sequence generated by an HP 3722-A noise " .

""genera-tor. The noise generator was clocked by a signal

providbd by the modem, which is at the bit rate of the

mode . is used. The analog voiceband modem signa. is

sampled by the DM encode, which is clocked by an

independent clock source. The digital output of the DM

,.a 

.
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encol",r ' as then input into a PDP 11/34 mini-computer by a

DRI1-K parallel int-l'ice bit-by-bit anid is shown in figure

5.2.1.

The autocorrelation (R) of the digital output was then

calculated using ensemble averaging techniques. The

autocorelletion was averaged over (N=) 65,535 independent

/measurement intervals. Each measurement interval included

(n=)100bits. The autocorrelation was calculated as

N

R(m) e (0- m m=1,2,...,n (2)
*N m=1

Where ek(j) is the jth bit of the kth measurementt

interval.

The Spectral Density (SD) was calculated using the

fol-lowing formula derived by Bennett (191.*

(3))

Where m1 is the mean and R((O) is the correlation of

every bit with itself. In this study this formula above
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redu' 4-0:j

n

W(f) 1I 2 * (l2yR KCos (2f T) (4)

I 4 T k=l

.4: I 4

Where f=i/T is the DM gampling rate, and G(f) is the

• Fourier transform of a unit pulse of width T.

G(f) = sin(lTfT)/"I'fT) (5)

5.3 DIGITAL TRANSMISSION VIA TELEPHONE LINES

With the present mix of Analog/Digital telephone -

transmission facilities, the future challenge is the use of

digital transmission exclusively in data communications.
'-.4

Presently. data and voice communications are acheived as

shown in figure 5.3.1.

Figure 5.3.1a shows how voice channels are converted

,.to digital format, for transmission over digital telephone

lines.. A 4Khz (=W) analog voice signal is PCM encoded as

follr The input signal is sampled at the Nyquist.rate

(-2W), resultinq in 8Ksps (samples per second) signal. ..

These samples are then encoded using a 7 bit A/D (=128 (2 7

4 4

•1, • * : . . . . •, ", "~4 . - . * " o " *s'
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levels). To each 7 bit encoded sample an additional bit,

.sed for tining contro¢., t, uuded. The resulting digital

stream which is at a 64Kbps rate is time division *

multiplexed (TDM) along with 23 other such voice channels

-and transmitted over .a T-1 line at a 1.544 Mbps rate.
•/

figure 5.3..Ib shows that voiceband modem signals are also

PCM encoded and time division multiplexed'for transmission

over a T-1 line in exactly the same way as described above.

Figure 5.3.2 shows the format used for TDM frame of data on

a T-l. line. 7 bits of data or voice per channel is

multiplexed along with an additional bit for timing control

with other encoded samples. The resulting frame used is

* 193 bits long and equals 125 msec of time per frame of

digital data transmitted on the T-1 line.
The heirarchy of the telephone digital transmission

system used in the U.S. is shown in fig. 5.3.3.. T-1 lines.

• • at 1.544 Mbps are. cross connected with other T-1 lines,

also 4 T-1 lines can be multiplexed (Ml-2) resulting in a

T-2 line (6.312 Mbps rate). Similarly T-2 lines areS.- .,

multiplexed (M2-3) resulting in a T-3 line which transmits

*at a 44.736 Mbps rate.

S""5.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

S.,,e moasured autocorrelation and the calculated

Sspectra df four modems are eKEamined, they include:

• *% .%

• % , . . *.,- -. -.. . . . . ... .. . . -.. . . ., .*........ . . . . . . . . . . _
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Racal/Vadic 246 w4s 4-PSK

GTE-Lenkurt 4800 bps 8-PSK

Western Electric 9600 bps 16-OAM

• GTE-Lenkurt 2400 bps DUOBINARY

The measured autocorrelation that* resulted from

ensemble averaging techni4ues, as outlined above, is shown

in figures 5.4.1 and 5.4.2. Figure 5.4.1 compares the

measured autocorrelation of the 2400 bps and the 4800 bps

modems. The DM bit sampling rate used in these

measurements was 32 Kbps. The use of this particular
*: sampling speed was purely arbitrary, although a maximum

3 sampling speed of only 38 Kbps was possible due to

• limitations of the PDP-II/34. Figure 5.4.2 shows the

mpasured autocorrelation of the 4800 bps and 9600 bps.

S*" modems also measured at a 32 Kbps sampling rate.

It is seen from figure 5.4.2, which is plotted for

several independent measurements, that there is some

scatter in the individual values of R(n) at all n. The

scatter is small and does not affect the general shape of

the cdrve. Figure 5.4.3 shows the calculated spectral
-.2 .. ,

U) s . .

Ow density of the 2400 bps and the 4800 bps modems. It is

* obvions that the spectrum has a bandpass shapihg since the

autocOcrelation is similar to an exponentially decaying

slnusold" The 6dB bandwidt i of the plotted spectra are

$ e
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approximately 1160 Hz for the 2400 bps modem and 1625 Hz

for the 4800 bps mot.. -n. This compares with the expected

values of 1200 Hz and 1600 Hz respectively.

Figure 5.4.4 and 5.4.5 show the calculated and

measured power spectraal density (201og amplitude) for the
7/

4800 bps and 9600 bps modems. These gurves show the

caloulated spectra for three different and independent

"J " measurements of autocorrrelation using n=75 bits of data

.- . ovbr 65,535 independent measurement intervals.

tigures 5.4.6. and 5.4.7 show, respectively, the

measured autocorrelation function and calculated spectra of

the 2400 bps duobinary modem.

Ensemble averaging techniques used to calculate the

3 autocorrelation function, as discussed above, necessitates

long measurement time (several minutes). If the input data

,49%9' . to the modem is assumed to be random and ergodic, then time* .

a.veraging techniques should yield results equivalent to

, ensemble averaging techniques.

For time averaging of the autocorrelation, a long

sequence of consecutive bits output from the DM is entered

int the memory of the PDP-11/34 computer in the same way

described previously. The autocorrelation is then 
calculated as follows:

N

R(m) e(ke(k+m) 'i=l,2,...,n (6)
R~m N = k=1

I.

:-:,9
q. ". . ..
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Here the sequence of input hits must have a total

* length equal to NT=N+n bits.

/ Figure 5.4.8 and 5.4.9 show the results of the

measurement of the autocorrelation using 'time averaging.

* Values of N=10,000 and N=5,000 are shown for the 4800 bps-

and the 9600 bps modems. The figures were plotted for five
independent measurements of the voiceband data waveform.

* First it is seen that the general shape of these time

averaged measurements is very similar to the curve obtained

by ensemble averaging techniques. Further it is observed

that the scatter At any specific value of nincreases as N

is decreased.
:J.5

5.5 DISCUSSION

The observed similarity of the time averaged and

. ensemble averaged autocorrelation makes the previous a -"

viable choice for real time applications. This is true

becausl ti~me averaged measurements take orders of magnitude

less time than ensemble averaged measurements. The time

Involved in these measurements (at 32 Kbps) varies from

-, seve; . !-onds to fractions of a second. This value of

the measurement time deopend-,on both N and the number of

n's that are to be calculated.
C ..

* C. C.** C.
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It is the purpose of this study to examine the

4.: ossibilit.y pt wJfw;inatnq ""0 . "JfoO.o~Us. 'Io

study the capability of distinguishing between various *

modems, using the measured (time averaged) autocorrelation

function, an experiment was performed. It was desired to

distinguish between the 4800 bps and the 9600 bps modems.

N=10,000 bits was used and five autocorreltion values were

' * needed. -This necessitated. a measurement of N =10,005 bits "
T=

of DM digital output. The 3utocorrelation bits that were

used were the 16th-19th and 23rd-24th. The value of each

R(n) was added in the following way::

Th={-[n l
7+n 8+n19 ] + [n23+n24 1-n1 6)17 1819 2324 1

A value of Th equal to 2800 was used. If the

i threshold (Th) was greater than 2800 it was decided that a

9600 bps modem has been detected, and a value less than

.2800 resulted in a decision that 4800 bps modem is on line.

The experiment was performed 105 times and the results

are shown in table 5.5.1. A probability of error less than

.4 -410 -  was desired and values of 4.4 10 and 2.7 10

resulted from the measurements performed on the modems.

These results are encouraging because if the voiceband

modem waveforms are sampled at speeds of 64 Kbps and

great. :.--iller values of N can be used, therefore'less

r4time is needed to complete t% measurements. It is also

As
°-• 

%.
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s. true because the faster the sampling rate the better the DM

can follow the wavmfL.-. . rLqure 5..5.1 shows the

autocorrelation of the 9600 bps modem sampled at 25 Kbps

and 35 Kbps. It is seen that there Is just a shrinking in

/ *the waveform, this observation again implies that at higher

,.sampling rates (64 Kbps and greater) would result in

similar curves and would achieve error -rates less than
0-5" - .
10- .

An experiment to distinguish the 4800 bps and 9600 bps

mbde)s from the 2400 bps duobinary modem was also

performed.. For this experiment n!2 6 and n4 0 were added and

. compared to a threshold value. Error rates of less than

. , in distinguishing the 2400 bps duobinary from the

480'0 bps and the 9600 bps modems were measured.

'". 5.6 CHARACTERISTIC DIFFERENCES OF

SPEECH AND VOICEBAND MODEM WAVEFORMS

Speech and Voiceband modem data waveforms differ

radically from each other, as shown in figures 5.6.1 and

* .- 5.6.2.

Speec-h waveforms are an amalgm of different waveforms

. •linked together and, as mentioned in previous chapters,

speech includes long periods of silence. Voiaeband modem

"".* wav. . .. ; , on the other hand are irregularly shaped

sinusoidal signals with appr.A 3 imately equal amplitude.

.- ,..
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Due to the long silence periods found in

conversational %z,,p oe. erT4;*Md Q. oLiate with ii % s--"

bursty and has its spectral energy concentrated below 800

N Hz. The energy flow of data is geherally smooth with its

•spectral energy spread evenly about the carrier frequency

-.', (approximately 1800 Hz).

• To distinguish between speech and v'oiceband modem

waveforms, the long silence periods of conversational

speech are exploited. It was noted that the DM outputs a

stfeady state pattern when there is silence. Therefore, to

: establish that there is speech on the line, the presence of

the steady state pattern is monitored.
,o

5.7 APPLICATION-AUTOMATIC ROUTING

USING DELTA MODULATION

& .In transmitting data signals over a telephone network,

it is possible for data signals to undergo at least four

format conversions, as shown in figure 5.7.1. This is true

because, although digital transmission facilities exist,

conventional analog modems are used when a network can not

be directly accessed using digital signals.

To maximize the channel utilization of present and

-. • future digital transmission facilities, an alternative

using .... rtic routing is proposed. The ADM can be used

as a tool to automatically r.'tte voiceband modem or speech

- .
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tf,4pals b. "I"inin q the correlation functio-. (or -

of the ADM's digtt.- output. The system to be used is

shown in figure 5.7.2. There are various inputs to the

auto-router, these inputs include both speech and voiceband

* /modem signals. The output of the auto-router is

.I multiplexed between a voice or data contentrator. The

signals from the data and voice concentrators are then TD-

multiplexed for transmission over T-1 lines. The specific

elements of the proposed system are discussed below.

5.7.1 AUTOMATIC ROUTER

The schematic for the auto-router is 9hown in figure

-. 5.7.1.1. The input to the auto-router can be either a

, . -. speech waveform or a voiceband modem signal. The input is

S"delta modulated by the ADM/Controller (ADM/C). The ADM/C

S.•examines the input waveform and decides on whether the

input is speech or data. The controller then routs the

", ~ input to a speech concentrator or to a data concentrator.

.. 1

5.7.2 SPEECH CONCENTRATOR • .

The schematic for the speech concentrator is shown in

figur 7.2.1. The signals that are routed to the speech

concentrator by the auto-rou4ter can be handled in various

ways. The speech waveform can. be encoded by ADM or PCM

4';.
* ,



codecs.

. If ADM codecs are io be used, the speech signal can be

encoded at 16Kbps or at a 32Kbps rate, this effectively

increased the channel utilization by factors of 4 and 2,

,' respectively (PCM is'encoded at 64Kbps per channel). The

digitized gignals are then multiplexed and .routed to a TDM

system for transmission over T-1 lines...

5.7.3 DATA CONCENTRATOR

The schematic of the data concentrator is shown in

figure 5.7.3.1. The voiceband modem signalq are routed to

the data concentrator in a specific manner. Within the

concentrator there are banks of specific demodulators (e.g.

2400 bp.s QPSK modem, 4800 bps 8-PSK modem, etc.). These

. banks of various ddmodulators decode signals from specific

modems.

.. "The digital (demodulated) signals are then multiplexed

at much -lower bit rates then the PCM system- presently used

(e.g. the modem's bit rate vs. 64Kbps PCM). .The

demodulated bits are then routed to a TDM system where they "

are mul.tiplexed with speech signals and other modem signals

* .!'. for t " ,ion over T-1 lines.

.. . . . . ..•.• ..
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! .

/ • DATA RATE (bps) MODULATION TECHNIQUES

110 - 186"0 FSK

20Q0 - 2400 4-PSK
": Vestigial Sideband --

Duobinary

3600 4-Phase + AM

4800" 4-Phase + AM
* Vestigial Sideband

8-PSK

7200 Phase and Amplitude

Modulation

9600 Phase anl Amplitude
Modulation

I 

•

Tpo.

. '.

4 . *

'-'Table - Voiceband Modem Characteristics
..

p. .

• "-' ..-" '.-. -.... .. -. - - .. . " ..
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- -9- -*-

*' .2 S .

4-PSX 8-PSK

~ .. % *(2 bits/baud) (3 bits/baud)

I0

"4

00 0

p- o-

- ~0
%0

8 poinIt QA4
(3 bits/baud) 1 t

16 pon e *

(4 bits/baud).

Fi~~5.1.1 Various constelations used in
voiceband mpdems

Ai.

, . .

,*..** •.*.*..*..
................................................................. •
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El,

4KHz 64Kbps 1____0 >F PCM ""
/odec TIME

64Kbps 2 DIVISION
* KaPCM _ MULTIPLEX

.codec SYSTEM T-1 1.544Mbps

* 4KHz PM 64Kbps 24

* odec

a) Voice Concentrator

" . Voiceband 6

DATA PCM 64 Kbps

SET codec

% DAT PCM • 64 Kbps TM
§ - ET codecT-

DAT PCM 64 Kbps

.,. _SET codec

b) Data Concentrator

" . Figure 5.3.1 Present strategy for digital transmission
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CONCENTRATOR
X2 4 vf channels

24- T -1 1.544 bp s

* CONCENTRATOR

42 
m 1- -

3.T-
4 1U

96 vf channels

6T-23

14UX.

T-3 672 vf

M-4 -T-42417 4p

27.7 MUXs

-S.x

* Figure5.3.3 Hierarchy Of digital. telephone transmission

in the USA
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b) 5,000 its

Figure 5.4. 9 Autocoreliation of 9600 bps WESTERN EUDrMC modem.
sampled at 32 Kbps using time averaging techniques'
with a) 10,000 bits ana b) 5,000 bits
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MtNO. of TRIALS NO. Of ERRORS P]

45,184 23 5.09"10-
2,494 .0 <104

18,089 11 6.08X.10-
20,000 4 4.0~0

El.23,000 10 4.34)t10

Tota.V 108,767 48-40c0

a) threshhold ( 2800 .

20,000 2 1.00X10-4

22,080 4 1.80Y10-4

*s.30,000 
14 4.67)(10-4

3,776. 0 41-
* 27,500 8 2.91x10

Tta. 103,356 28 2&70X10-4

* b) threshhold> 2800

Threshhold =(-(n 1 7+n '+n )+(n2 +n )-n1
17 181 3 4 1

Table 5.5.1 Results of Modem discrimination experiments
* a) 4800 bps modem b) 9660 bps modem
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Figure 5.7.2.1 Speeq)4 concentrator
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CHAPTER 6

DICURRION AND CONCLUSIONS

This dissertation includes two areas of research. One
* •

was the development o f a real-time packet voice network

simulator, the second was voiceband modem/speech

disc'rimination and identification.

Chapters 1 thru 4 are concerned with the first part of

the dissertation. In chapter I the packetization process

is introduced. A *discussion, as to the amenability, of

speech for inclusion into the packetization environment is

presented.
• In chapters-2 and 3 the specifics of a real-time

packet voice simulator are presented. In these chapters

r the software (e.g. the philosophy of operation) and

external hardware connection are discussed. The import~nce

*"of the silence/speech detection schemes was followed by a

discussion of two specific algorithms (using the ADM) to

exercise the packet voice simulator. For the simulator'the

Song Voice Adaptive Delta Mod (SVADM) was chosen as the

encoding scheme. This algorithm was used in this research

for two reasons. The first was the availability of th D "

hardware and the ability to modify the encoder/decoder

pair. ": second, was due to past work which showed .that

the SVADM was the preferred encoding scheme at 16Kbpst"Z'
•0

0
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, •

' o encodlng schemes can easily be used with the simulator.

Chapter 4 presents the results of tests performed on
e .the simulator with DM encoding of the input for the two

algorithms discussed in chapter 3. It is seen that the

packet size statistics for the two algorithms differ

V . slightly. The word-by-word s/s algorithm has a higher (as

much as 10%) rate of maximum packet transmitted (greater

than 90%) than the 16 bit s/s algorithm. Packets ranging

in size from 1 thru 127 bytes are approximately uniformly

distributed with values less than 2.5% of the total

transmitted packets. Total packet transmission rate

statistics and 'quality curves show that at packet

transmitted rates of 75% (of maximum) there is good quality

*"of the transmission.

In chapter 5 the second part of the dissertation is

-presented. It is seen that various modems exhibit

different autocorrelation functions (or equivalently

spectral density). The autocorrelation function measured

was of the digital output of the DM. This was done with

the ai-m o.f distinguishing various modems, one from* the

other. It is necessary that the process of modem*

identification be done at a fast a rate as pQssible with

prcbt. ...y of error less than 10- . Tests were perfo'rmed

on variops modems at DM samnI.ing rate of 32Kbps. Error

rates of approximately 10-4 were measured. The process per

°

- % , ;t ,i , < k",' '.-.".-,-.''. ... '' - ." "'.".. . ." - "i . ' • " " -.
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; P trtR+ Oa! reduced to 250-500msec usinm 'tme -'*.- . .1
techniques. It is possible at higher sampling rates to

reduce the probability of error and the time involved in

the measurement.

The aim of the fir'st part of the Tesearch presented in

this disseitation was to develop a real-time packet voice

V' • netwbrk simulator, as outlined in section l.5. Statistical

results of two schemes for silence/speech detection, using

" ADM encoding, were presented. It was shown that with

efficient s/s etection schemes, the percentage of maximum

size packets transmitted can exceed values of 90% of the

total packets transmitted. This compares with a previous

study [5], where only 50% of the transmitted packets were

of maximum size. The simulator also allowed for the study

of a two way conversation. The random number generator was

used to ixamine the physiological effects on a conversation

caused by packet loss and random delay experienced by the

packets. This is of importance in establishing values for

maximum allowable delay for buffering the received vo'ice

packets at the receiver.

In the second part of the dissertation it was shown

, that the ADM can be used to discriminate various voiceband.

modems; one from the other. It is concluded from the
resu' -resented in chapter 5 that various modems can be

distiguished one from the other at error rates less than

l0- and at times much faster than that of the study, which
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'. was due to the limitations of the computer used. This is

encouraging since a study performed by Yatsuzuka 114],

using signal energy and zero crossing rates to distingbiish

various modems did not achieve good results

6.1 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

Further research could easily be applied as a result

of this disseration. The program for the packet voice

simulator can easily be adapted to do studies in packet

voice/data integration and development of teleconferencing

protocols, all in real time. Various other encodingI-

:. schemes can easily be applied and studied using the

ver satility of the simulator. Other applications of the

simulator can be found in local area networking as well as

" large internetwork packet systems. Voiceband modem/speech.

. waveform identification and discrimination can f'ind

applications in local area networks and over large nets

. where the modems used can be restricted.

* .. S

• •*

-°V

* . •

N . , .
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